Mythology Writing Assignment
Directions: Use your notes from the mythology presentations to write a WELL-DEVELOPED PARAGRAPH on ONE of the topics below. Be sure to start with a well-written topic sentence and end with a
clincher that universalizes lessons learned or significance in your life today. Use commas correctly.
1. T
 he myths provide modern audiences with a glimpse of the traits of ancient Greek civilization.
What do you learn about Greek civilization from the myths? Consider religion, values, customs,
male/female roles, etc. Which of these still influences life today? Identify and explain.
2. In reading the myths, modern audiences can see the “humanness” that links the modern reader
with the people who lived over 4,000 years ago. Identify the traits of humanity that transcend time
as revealed in the myths discussed in class. Use specific examples from then and now.
3. T
 he ancient Greeks had a very close association with Nature, and they were intrigued by the
exploits of the heroes and monsters. Either explore the power that Nature held for the ancient
Greeks as revealed through their myths or the impact of the lessons gained from the heroes’ and
monsters’ adventures. What lessons can modern society learn from the Greeks?
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